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Subject: Effectiveness of the EU Action Plan against Disinformation

On 16 April 2020 there was a demonstration by doctors, care workers and nurses at the ‘Esplanade 
des Invalides’ in Paris. On the fringes of the demonstration there were serious clashes between 
violent ‘antifa’ and ‘black bloc’ demonstrators and the police1 . 

In this heated atmosphere, journalist Rémy Buisine, who was present, published a video which 
shocked many people who viewed it on the internet throughout Europe. It shows a diminutive woman 
wearing a white doctor’s coat who, bleeding from a wound on her forehead, is wrestled to the ground 
by several policemen, bound with cable ties and led away2 .

Another video shows the same woman, nurse Farida C., a few minutes before her arrest, in the front 
line of the demonstration, hurling a constant stream of stones and lumps of tarmac at the police and 
repeatedly giving them the middle finger while screaming at the top of her voice. The woman, who 
allegedly suffers from asthma, seems extremely fit and agile as she repeatedly runs back to collect 
more ammunition. Finally she is arrested by a police team3 .

This is not just one isolated example of deliberate disinformation in the context of a demonstration. 
There was an incident on the margins of a demonstration in Berlin on 29 August 2020, attended by 
several hundred thousand people, when 100-200 peaceful demonstrators crossed a barrier to wave 
flags on the steps of the Reichstag4 , in scenes reminiscent of an incident involving anti-nuclear 
protesters on 14 September 20105 . The reporting subsequently focused only on the incident with the 
few people on the steps of the Reichstag, whilst the peaceful protest of hundreds of thousands of 
people against the wildly excessive measures to curb the COVID-19 pandemic was ignored.

What is the Commission’s assessment of what appears to be politically-motivated, manipulated 
reporting? What action will it take, particularly given the fact that its efforts to combat disinformation 
recently saw it make available a further EUR 9 million to set up national fact-checking centres6 ? 

1 https://www.dhnet.be/actu/monde/les-images-de-l-arrestation-musclee-d-une-infirmiere-choquent-en-france-
5ee940ead8ad585d081a176a

2 https://twitter.com/RemyBuisine/status/1272935058630983681
3 https://youtu.be/itcmP-Tdx90
4 https://www.tagesschau.de/inland/corona-demo-berlin-131.html
5 https://taz.de/-Ticker-Antiatom-Grossdemo-fertig-/!5135790/
6 https://ec.europa.eu/germany/news/20200630-faktenpruefer-desinformation_de


